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U(> 7 rf-Vj
Election Returns
Reveal 12 Winners
Commission Meets
To Elect Officers

The Rotunda
VOL. XXII

I5R. LEROY MERRITT

Librarian to Draft
Publication Policy
Dr. Merritt Leaves
Today for Chicago
Dr, Leroy Merritt, head librarlan at State Teachers College,
left today' for Chicago where he
will spend two or three weeks
making a special study at the
University of Chicago for the
Continued on Page 3

Twelve freshmen were elected
yesterday to compose the Freshman Commission of the class of
'46. From the twenty girls who
were nominated at a recent class
meeting, twelve were chosen members yesterday by secret ballot.
These girls are Alice and Nancy
Courter, Minnie Lee Crumpler.
Lucy Harvle. Glenn Ann Patterson. Jane Philhower,
Frances
Satterleld. Helen Stites. and
Agnes Stokes
The Freshman Ccmmkslon Is
the division of the Y W. C. A
that concerns Itself with the
freshmen in their Y. W. relationship. The commission is elected
, each November for the period of
one year. The new members will
plan and carry out all Y.W. orientation plans for the freshman of
next year This year, they will
have charge of the freshman "Y"
Club, and of other freshman activities. The first meeting of the
new Commission will be tonight
ln the cablnet room at 9
°'elock
Frances Lee, as cla^s president,
is also a member of the Commisslon. while Ella Banks Weathers.
Freshman Counselor, is advisor of
the group.

Versatile Scottish Student
Praises American Vitality
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Thespians Will Open Season on Friday
•

•

•

Anne Ellett To Head May Day In Spring
Theme Centers
On Mississippi

Service Men Honored on Second Night
Of Two-Night Dramatic Production

Anne E.lett, senior from Jen-1
nings Ordinary, was ilected general chairman of May Day at a
meting of the student body last
week. Assisting her as business
manager will be Rosalie Rogers.'
from Melfa; Winifred Wright
from Arlington, in charge of
transportation; Charlotte Ore ly,
from Roanoke, as chairman of the
costume committee; Susie Moore,
from Richmond, in charge of
staging and properties: and Betty
lixlon, Irom Raleigh, N. ft,
hairmnn of the dance committee.
River Theme

starimi: Dodle Jon s. of Radford, and Richard Cornwall, ol
Fredertckaburg, the s. i. c. Threptani and tht Kampden-Sydnej
IJongleurs open the dramatic season at 8:30 Friday night. November
13. with Janvt Thurber and Elliott Nugent's The Male Animal".
illie play will b. rep at;d on Satuiday night and will be tpomoml
by Ihe Lions Club cf Faimville for the benefit of the Servicemen's
JC nter.
A rip roaring comedy, one of last seasons Broadway main bib
[the play is diiictcd by Miss Leola Wheeler. Assisting bet are Nell'
White, in charge of lighting; Jane Smith, costume chairman; Susan
Durrett, directing the staging; Sally Robertson, In charge of properties; and Lucille Liwis. who will uipervis:" make-up.
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The New York Post has said of
The theme of this year's May
the
play that it is continuously
Observed
at
S.T.C.
Day will be a river, the Mississip- Combined Choruses
amusing and the New York Tunes
pi. As the backbone of th? United
added "that there is more than
States, the theme will be develop- To Present Concert
meets the funny bone in this
Leaders
Discuss
ed symbolically by a portrayal of
scrawled lampoon on the civilized
the people who live on the great
ri\er. and who work there. The
influence of the different nationalities and races represented will
be shown as well as the varied
physical and climatic conditions.
Beginning at the source o f the
river in the north, the dance
groups will follow the course
southward to the mouth ln Louisiana, picturing this life as the
core of the United States. The effects will be developid by dance,
music and costume. Music will be
centeied around the songs of I
Stephen Foster.
Mrss Emily Kauzlarich of the
physical education department,
will be the faculty adviser for May
ly
Day.

By JAM: WARING It I I UN
"Americans want so much from1 The foods are different—she had
life.'' remarked Margaret Pattle. never eaten sweet potatoes, corn,
freshman from Glasgow, Scot- fried chicken, spoon bread, nor
land, in a recent press interview, had she drunk iced tea. She told
"Perhaps, she added, "that is of an embarrassing experience
because they have always had so I when she first ate spoon bread
much."
I at a party given for her by one
"I love America', Margaret of her cousin's friends in Chapel
went on. "and If my parents could Hill.
be with me, I'd like to live here."
"And I can't get used to so
She came to America two years many cars and such great disago upon the invitation of her tances", Margaret remarked. The
cousin. Dr. Raymond Adams. drive from Canada to New York
English professor at University of she described—"We went miles
North Carolina, following severe and miles and seemed to get noillness She graduated from high where".
school in Chapel Hill. N. C, and
Margarets pet peeve is that
her comment about American people in America inevitably think
Last year the theme for May
schools was that "they are more cf England and not of the Bri- i Day. was colonial, and the "story
informal than tho.se in Scotland. tlsh Isles or that they make no j centertd around Alexander SpotsWe follow a text book more distinction between England and | wood's trip across the Blue Ridge
strictly and have very little refer- Scotland Someone even went! mountains,
ence work", she continued
so far once as to ask her if ScotMargaret's father lived in the land were in the war!
States for ten years so she was
The vivacious Scottish student l)<>h;if<> U
('lnh lffl
Tnitintas
prepared In a way for the Amer"
™WI
ican way of life She saw this has a four year leave from her "f"*
continent first at Halifax. Nova native land and plans to workllNme N6W Members
Scotia, and was awed by the with children on her return home.
Nine girls were issued bids and
lights. "Lights had been out in Registered as a special student
at 8. T. ft, she is taking the
Scotland for a year, and I Just courses she thinks she will need initiated Into the Debate Club
last Thursday, Ann Randolph,
stood on deck and stared. It was
mest for this work, and courses president announced. The girls
wonderful!"
In fields she has not had the op- are Mary Brenson Walker, Betty
"I miss the mountains so very portunity to study before.
Cock, Kathryn Hutchinson, Betty
much," Margaret continued in her
Asked why she selected Farm- Adams, Virginia Via. Mildred
precise accented English. Her eyes
shone when she described her vllle, Margaret immediately rehome in Scotland where she look- plied, "because it was the nearest, Terrell, and Barbara Surface
ed upon snow capped mountains school that had what I wanted.", Following the initiation. the
Side by side in her dormitory I Debate Club members made plans
most of the year. "But I've been
thrilled by the friendliness of room wave the stars and stripes, for the year, and discussed the
and the combined crosses of St. I question for the Pi Kappa Delta.
everyone here."
Many were the adjustments. Mar- Patrick, St. Oeorge, and St An- national honorary forensic fraternity.
garet had to make in America. drew.

ANNE ELLETT

Here November 28
For One Nigrht Stand

rgmia .

To Appear In "The Male Animal"

. Library Regulations

Lyceums To Feature
Kitain, Kryl In First
Programs of Year

Town Girls Compile
Plans for Projects

Beginning the last week of rehearsaiit on the initial Dramatic Club-Jongleur, production of
the year are (left to right I Ralph Hagood. Al Phillips, Virginia Mae Ellett. Tedo Savage Betty Ellis.
Jack Cross Richard (ornwell. Langley Woods. Frances Ferguson. Jack Adams. David Crute, Dodle
Jones, and Dixie Roundy.

Character Building

male at bay".
The play is the English story
Education Week on the Faimof
an English professor, Tommy
ville State Teachers College campus began Tuesday, November 10. Turner 'Richard Cornwall' who
with an address in chapel by almost loses his wife Ellen 'Dodic
Hallie Hillsman, president of the JotMBl to her former sweetheart
Student Athletic Association. She Joe Ferguson 'Jack Adamsi who
spoke on "Building Strong Bod- returns to the Homecoming game
at Midwestern University where
ies".
Emphasizing the fact that a Tommy is on the faculty. The
sound mind in a sound body is matter is further complicated by
still fundamentally necessary to- the fact that Tommy's position on
the staff is endangered by his deday, Hallie stressed the fact that termination to read a letter of
students should take advantage of which the Board of Trustees doi s
the excellent facilities in the ath- not approve. To increase the dif>tlc department. She stated that ficulty. Tommy gets drunk with
the ultimo* success of anv nation one of the students, making a hi»t war depends upon the physical larious scene, and <nds in a fight
strength and endurance of Its with Joe.
Large Cast
*J^"JlfST}£Ei Wednesday morning Agnes Patby the music groups Tradition- leison. president of the Student
Others cast in the play are
ally the program is followed by Government, spoke on "Develop- Ralph Hit good of Danville, as
the students carrying the Christ- lnB Loyal Citizens". She develop- Dean of English; Al Phillips, of
mas spirit to the people of Farm- .ed this topic by citing eight speci- Fredenrksburg, us Midwestcrn's
ville in carols, but the date of the "c points: that a citizen should cum nt football star; Tedo Savconcert has been moved back- nrst be loyal to himself as a age, of Frederlcksburg in the role
ward because of the extended ''"man being of dignity andIof the editor of the literary Magwort
Christmas holiday.
h. that he should be loyal 'a7.ine: Betty EIUs of Milimi Flu
to the principle of human equal-1.„ a\m younger sist.r; Fiances
lty and brotherhood, and that he Ferguson of Prospect, as wife of
CirCUS To Arrive
must be loyal to the process of the prtsident of the Board of
discussion, criticism, and group Trustees; Virginia Mae Elicit, of
discussion. The citizen should Crewe, as wife of the Dean of
also be loyal to honesty, fairmind- English; David Crute. of Farmedness. and the scientific spirit; ville. as the president of the
November 28 marks the date of
Continued on Page 4
Board of Tiusi.es. Dixie Roundy
—
—of Farmville. as the colored maid,
the atmml circus to be heid at 8,
iind Langley Wood, of FrederlcksO clock p m ln thc ColleKe gym
burg. as reporter for the Literary
Magazine.
""Sad of the stunt committees Revised, Simplified
Officers of the club in charge of
are Fiddle Haymes representing Ry Head Librarian
the senior class. Louise Andrews
the play are Elsie Stos.scI. pics
from the
and Louise McCorkle
A„ of the books ghelved ln t|ie ident; Hannah Lee Crawford, viceJunior class, Betty Kiger of the BrowslnK R^,,, of tne 8 T c president; and Helen DeLong,
sophomore class, and
Phyllis Library may now ^ taken from treasurer
Watts representing the freshman the „brary for the same U.Q weeR
class.
period In effect at the main desk
Tickets will go on sale som - of thp ubrary Announces LeRoy
time within the coming week. The c Merrltt, librarian. A selfcharging system has been placed
C. students and flfte.n cents for into effect which requires only
outeldera.
that the student sign and leave
The tin me of the circus will b" In the Browsing Room desk the
Robert Kitain. who will appear
announced later.
card found in the pocket of the in Farmville on Saturday evening,
book.
Books are then due November 21, on the first lyceum
two weeks from the date they are program will open his program of
taken, and mast be returned to violin music with Tartini's "The
Thrill", followed by Mothe circulation desk on the main i
"Coneerto No s in A
floor of the Library
The books In the Browsing Minor".
Plans for the year wer.- presentThe second part of his program
Room
will this year be made up
ed at a meeting of the Town Girls
Club last wtek. In connection with of two distinct collections which will be composed of "Clair De
war work two Immediate projects will change from time to time as Lune". by Debussy; Tchaikovsky s
Itouetorsky'i "Hopak".
w. re formulated, the completion It Is discovered which books prove Melodic
of the afghan for Camp Pickett interesting to the students and "Palba" from The Oolden Age"
before Christmas, and the ass, m- which books might just as well be by Shastakovlch, and "Schen/obllng of ten First Aid Kits. Lou- shelved In the library stacks. One Tarantella" by Wiemowski
The second lyceum program to
ise McCorkl? and Ruth Brooks of these collections, located in the
will be In charge of this work and large section of shelving above the be presented the following week
further plans will be made later magazines, will consist of the will feature Bohumln Kryl, who
Sixteen new members were world's great books, of those books will bring his symphony orchestra
formally initiated into thc club at which are generally recognized as to State Teachers College on I
the meeting. Hallie Hillsman read being well worth reading for the day. November 24.
Kryl, known to American! of
the constitution to the prospective intellectual stimulation and genmembers and Mary St. Clair Bugg. eral culture to be gained from half a century ago us the Wi
i it eorni I
I n DM itu
president, stated the objectives of them
Of the late John Phillip
The other collection will conthe organization.
He is
Upon the resignation of Rose- sist of general recent and popular Sousa. Thc March King
mary Elam as secretary, Carol books of fiction, biography, travel. still recognised ai one of the
piggs was elected to fill the posl- poetry and drama selected almost world's best authorities on arrangements and symphonic music
tion.
Continued on Page 4

The Glee Club from Camp Pickett will join the College Choir
and Choral Club in the annual
Chiistmas concert in the 3.T.C.
auditorium on December 13. Alfred L. Strick. head of the Department of Music, revealed recently.
Included on the program will
be prominent radio and concert
artists who are stationed at Camp
Pickett. Commanding Officer Colonel John Marky has made the
arrangements in cooperation with
Mr. Strick.
The Christmas concert is given
annually by the choirs of the
school on the Sunday night before
vacation begins and the program
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Published each Wednesday evcniiiK of the college
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ftsjocicrled Cblleftiate Press

In attempting to diaaeel "The Male
Animal" in their opening pei I'o-mance this
year, S. T. V!> Dramatic Club and the Jongleurs of Hampden-Sydney College hav<
■elected a hard nut, one that will not easil)
be cracked. Their presentati< n of the wellknown comedy will have to ">e better than
beet, for the audiences on Fiiday and Saturday nighta will be particularly critical
ones, and justly so. They will be using
Broadway and Hollywood as standards for
judgment and comparison. The S. T. CIl.-S. presentation will have to surpass even
the heights of sound college dramatic production to which they have heretofore
soared.
When the curtain rises on the dramatictalent in these two colleges Friday night.
the score will be 0-0 in the last minute of
play, the Brat down, one foot to go for
the critics in the audience. If they a-e to
thwart this attack, the college dramatists
will have to exhibit AU-American play and
players.

Jane Waring Ruffln
Marilvn Bell
Shirley Pierce
,'ane Smith
Lilly Bee Gray
Sara Jeffreys

,

,

News
'.,... Feature
Sports
Social
Copy
Photographic

_

^_ . ^

Editor
Editor
Editor
Editor
Editor
Editor

,—

Dui'ibutor of

Cblleftiate Digest

Jane Cabell San ford
Represented for national advertising bv National
Advertising Service. Inc.. college publishers repre- Ella Banks Weathers
sentative. 420 Madison Ave.. New York. N. Y.
whlva Andrews

Will "The Animal"
Make History?

Associate Editors

Editor-in-chief
Managing Editor
Business Manager

RePatria...
If American armies decided to 'put off'
fighting for a week; If our naval forces de
tei mined to halt the hunt for enemy subma1 ines until next month—how long would
Amei ica remain free? This is a war of minutes; procrastination has becoi i synonymous with perfidy. While w« can't think o'.
ore pei son who hasn't said "I'm going tc
itart buying War Stamps without fail!".
we can think of numerous cases in which
they just 'forgot' to do so.
It is vitally important for students to
invest their dimes, quarte-s, and dollars in
the United States as regularly and as systematically as do their parents and friends
and friends invest their pay-dollars. It i
vitally important that they do SO wholeheartedly.
So enlist now one hundred percent in
the 10 per cent Allowance Plan being instigated by the College War Council. Your
support in making this a success will mean
one more slap at that Jap.

Reporters
Gladvs Wilson. Fav Johnson. Martha Patterson,
Margaret Mish. Bride, t Genti e. Nell Holloway.
Louise Bell, B.tly Cock, Mary Frank.in Woodward. Virginia Kent Sedgley.

Question of the Week

WASHINGTON 'ACP'
Need
Symptomatic of the trend Is the
for nurses is most urgent Some announcement of the Civil Serv55.000 are wanted immediately. A lOS Coinmi'sion h. r, i cently that
surrey of two-thuds of the coun- liberalized rules would permit the
try's nursing schools reveals thai nurses who completed their trainwe're gotnfl to fall about 19.000 ing as long ago as January, 1920,
nurses sliorl of that quota.
: to apply for gov.rnment nursing
The ciily way to reach the goal lobs The jobs pay $1,620 a year
would be for 19.000 new girls to and are open to all who have had
enroll la Quntni courses in Jan- nurses training. Apply to the Commissions hart, or by way of your
uary and February
D. cision to btOOflM a nurse postotlVce.
For general information on
doesn't necessarily mean an Interruption of your 0OHSfl course nurse ncrultmcnt, write Miss
Perhaps you can do it simply bv 1- on nee Seder, National Nursing
Including biological, physical, med- Council for War 8ervlce, 1790
ical and social science courses in 1.roadway. New York City.
your schedule at the start of a
Other Job*
in w term this winter.
Estimates of the number of
The Government wants photonurses needed have kept growing
throughout the war. Some 3,000 graphers and motion picture techa month have been taken from nicians to fill jobs paying $1440
civilian life for army and navy to $3800 a year Women especially
duty That's 36.000 a year, as in desired, although men may
against an original estimate of apply.
10.000 for 1942.
Free-lance , xperienee may be
Tlvo.se figures add up to a mi- enough to qualify for any of the
graine headache for local hospit- jobs and amateur experience is
als tlvroughout the nation
enough for $1440 and $1620 posi-

Business Assistants
Heltn DeLong. Ellen Hudgins. Anne Moore. Alyco
Fulton. Bobby Scott. M*ry Sterertt. Jeanne
Strick. Betty Reid. Anne Rogers, Nfll Pritchett,
Maxin Compton. Edna Brown, Betty Jones,
Ruth Brooks, Betty Overcash, Lucille Lewis,
Lillian Elliot, Phyilis Watts, Ann Blair. Jane
Ford, Lolini' Warner. Francs Quillen. Leila
Holloway. Marjie Htwlett. Virginia Radogna.
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The Rotunda
REVERBERATES

Statistics are fast pro\ing ihat
this column is the product of evil.
sinister, maneuvertings. that it is
manhandled by a prejudiced
Uqae of mordacious reporters,
"crmerly labeled The Gatepost,
.t proceeds Incognito until further notice. Its authors are
itooplng to an all-time low in
lilt journalism' and are now rt-(ueflttng their readers to make
uggestions for a more novel John
Henry and more novel material to
"11 its lines. The motto from
•low en is "You Name It and We'll'
Print It".
We meekly mention the fact
that the delegation to the ACP
convention in the Great Lake
City last week escaped The 1 op
unharmed. Ricardo's held no
horrors for two of the venturesome seven: Wright and Ellett.
Nor did near-by Glenview Naval
Air Base harbor unpleasant memories for Moore. Sleepy Sanford.
and Ellett again. Tales of Toledo
intermingled with sighs 514 were
just about all Weathers and
Prance brought back. And Active
Andrews, completely showered by
orchids, telegrams, and specials
while there, returned from Chicago quite elated over Bill and
Jonesy.
What Improvements* Would You Like to Have Made In Your College Paper?
Some anonymous genius inEd. Note: This qotstion was originally asked to satisfy the incessant curiosity of the editors as to quired about Bee Reid from a
how The Rotunda can be improved. It was not intended for publication, but since its content has been S.T.C. girl in the "Do you know
who" game. He wanted to know,
one of frequent comment among may students recently, the answers now warrant public display.)
quite seriously, if Bee was crazy.
Virginia Shaekelford: I like the I paper. Let's have more letters to
Eileen Bowles: I would like to
True to Maroon and
Rotunda just as It Is and look i the editor. We are always com- i see more features. I don't think Orange, the loyal supporters traforward to It every Wednesday.
plaining among ourselves about the Gatepost is a suitable name veled down to Richmond for the
game. Dee-dee Parker sported
Hetty Sexton: I would like to things around school. Why not for the dirt column. The editorials two escorts, and with a shortage
are very good.
SM more news about the different put it on paper?
of men, too. Gracie Hutchison
organizations on campus. I'm for
Nannie Webb: I think the paper showed more than Just interest in
Patsy Connelly: I like the edia dirt column but not one that torial and sport pages very much. is complete. I like the way the a certain V.P.I, player, namely
refers to the same group all the
Horace Pearce. Having a private
I cast my vote especially for dirt column is written.
time.
Ring Figure is the thing to do
Shirley Easterly: The Rotunda Ask Marilyn Bell; she had one
Madge Sprinkle: I would like to Gleanings. But there should be
Pagie
more variety in the dirt column. is unusually good for a college last week end.
see more humorous articles.
Francis
was
seen
at
the
bus
staFrances
(raddock:
I
think
the
Betty Young-berg: The Rotunda
paper.
tion with none other than Johnny
Is one of the best college papers! Rotunda is a good paper. There
Virginia Terrell: Why not com- last Sunday. Um. old flames never
I have Men, but the dirt column an- so many people nere, so it
bine
the gossip columns? I think die.
Ordinarily. Eleanor
seems
that
the
dirt
column
should
seems a bit naive for the mentality of college students. Certainly, be more inclusive. The photos are they should be more varied to in- Biese's boy friend in England
clude freshmen and other new would have got the anniversary
there ought to be more variety. fine.
girls.
telegram she sent, but this is war,
Alice Seebert: It's an excellent
Sarah Massie Coode: Take Tedo
Blanche Ste:le: I think on the and Eleanor is worried for fear
college paper. But I think the un- Savage out of the dirt column.
Giggy Smith
whole, the paper is very good, but he didn't.
dc rsllSSnn should be played up.
ePetltl0n hCre lhe
at
ls
Quadruple dated with three other
STtho
ZT
'
-1
°
*P«*
alway"about
the
too.
But the paper is super anyway. | same people_
Smith's Saturday night. Smell
Warwick Mitchell: I would like
Droste's
Phylls Ann Butler: I like the! Jane Lee Sink: According to the world, ain't it?
to see more features, especially pap:r as a whole because It in- Gatepost there are only about 50 Tom was here this week end. Need
those which bring to our attention
The fires
eludes a little bit of everything, girls around school who ever do I say more?
things that are happening around
still burn for Kendall NottingSometimes,
though,
the
dirt
colpnything.
If
we
are
going
to
have
school.
umn goes too far: It always refers a dirt column, let's have more var- ham, and that miniature is there
Jane Dauby: It's a dam good to the same people.
to prove it. - - - - Sherry Knight
| far.
and her prospective husband paid
a visit. The big event is going
to be Christmas, we hear. - - - -

From Capitol To Campus
By A. C. P.\s Jay Richter

Assistant Business Managers
Mary Keith Bingham
Advertising Manager
Mary St. Clair BURR
Circulation Manager

% "|"
Bv LOUISE BELL

tions. Apply to the Civil Service
Every Saturday and Sunday afCommission.
ternoon and night the town
churchis are open to service men
Education Elsewhere
The members of the churches are
very anxious for S. T. C. girls to
It is not wrong to state that in assist in entertaining and cordialthe martial arts lie the moral ly invite them to do so. It ls a
principles of our nation. Tokyo wonderful way to mtet a choice
said recently via shortwave.
private, corporal, sergeant, or
That's what we'd gathered.
looking from his point of view.—
• • •
a swell girl to talk with.
This is Prayer and World FelTw.nty-flve professors of the
University of Amsterdam have lowihlp Week. It is being observbeen dismissed in reprisal for a ed In Praytrs by Inspirational
bomb attack on gent ral headquar- programs.
ters of the Nazi student front.
Sunday was a big day for the
Will severance pay?
Methodist Wesley Foundation
The University of Virginia was
well represented at the afternoon
German professors have been discussion. Tills was followed by
made department heads at the a delicious supper, delightful group
University of Riga In Latvia.
singing, and the regular worship
• • •
service It was well worth the sacMore than 95 Czech teachers, rifice of a walk to Longwood most
priests and physicians were arrest- people agreed.
ed by the Nazis last month in
At the Baptist Student Union
continued reprisals against Slovak State Conference held at BlacksIntellectuals.
burg last week end S. T. C. conCant stand mental pnssure tributed a second vice-president
eh?
Eileen Bowles.

"BOT I TEH TA, I G^ITA HAVE A LOOK AT HT CAR HERE!
MP0RTAHT raCBE HUMERS OB IT!

I HAD SOB

Letters to the Editor . . .
Student Challenges Criticism
Of Infirmary Treatment
To the Editor:
In last week's paper. The Letter to the Editor'' regarding conditions in the infirmary I felt was
critnal and unfair most likely
due to the lack of imagination on
the part of the writer. When I
returned to school this fall I had
to spend almost an entire week in
the infirmary. I was sick tnough
to want to be alone. I had come
i:l • i. for peace and quiet I could
not have been more kindly treated
by my own mother.
I think instead of complaining
we should marvel at the immaculateness of the infirmary, of the
since re consideration for
our
,i™ and
„__, pains
i
aches
shown us, andJ
above all we should be filled with
I admiration for our nurse who unassisted carries on for us. One
does not stay in the Infirmary for
such a long spell that she cannot
do withoot the comradeship of her

friinds. After all the infirmary ls
for the sick, if you want to have
peace and quiet it is Just the place
to go, but if you simply want to
make it a social event then I
would say tliat your choice was
unwise
May T &!ik lhat those who nere.
tofort have ^n dragging themselves around school when feeling
m inbU,ad of reporting to the innnnary please feel free to go.
for i assure you of excellent care.
Well, then, 1. t's have a little
more consideration for our nurse,
and fellow classmates who are
sometimes sick enough to want to
,
And,, a ___,
quiet _,„
r.stful place
"
.to get
_
well and please
accept
my
above statements in the spirit
given, for. believe me. It ls well
meant.
Sincerely.
Jane Lee Sink

Head Librarian Clarifies
Reserve Book Rules
Dear Editor Although your answer to "A
Bookworm'' in the Rotunda of two
weeks ago covered nicely the major
difficulty she was having with
finding books in the Reserve Book
Room. I am wondering whether
I may add some few details to
assist your readers in using this
department of the Library.
I he faculty reserve lists are arranged alphabetically on the Bulletin Board according to the faculty member's name. When a
certain professor has placed books
on reserve for more than one
course, the several lists are arranged under his name according to the number of the course
Books on the lists are arranged
alphabetically by author, and the
books on the Reserve Shelves are
also arranged In one alphabet
according to the name of the
author.
The Reserve Collection is shelved immediately to the left of the
entrance to the Reserve Book
Room in the section of shelving
between the entrance and the
window at the end of the room
These books may during the day
be used only in the library, but
may be withdrawn for overnight
use at 10:30 in the evening ,m<l
for the week end at 5:30 on Saturday afternoon.
Since the Reserve Collection oc-

cupied so small a portion of the
shelving in the Room, a number
of other collections of books have
been placed in the room to make
those collections more available
to the students and to fill with
books otherwise empty sections
of shelving.
The first of these collections,
continuing around the room from
the window at the south end is
made up of the library's collection of individual biography. The
second collection is entirely devoted to juvenile literature, and
extends around the north end of
the room. The third, immediately to the right of the entrance,
is the Morrison Memorial Collection.
Books in all three of
these collections may be withdrawn from the library for the
usual two-week period. The accident of their location in the
Reserve Book Room does not
make them Reserve Books.
One more word to "A Bookworm'1 in the event that she or
her colleagues should have further trouble in using this or any
other department of the Library:
A professional member of the library staff is on hand at all times
for the specific purpose of assisting students with their library
problems.
Sincerely,
Dr. Leroy Merrltt
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Destination: Chicago

The Faculty: By Their Idiosyncrasies
Shall the Student Body know Them

Page

Just Looking* Thanks

Conventioneermg S. T. C.'ers guests inn Dr. J. L. Jarman. Miss
take the spotlight this week with Mary White Cox, Miss Virginia
the return of d( legates from the
By FAY JOHNSON
Bedford, faculty adviser for the
The particular idiosyncrasies of blank-blank bell interrupts his press convention in Chicago—The sorority Miss Ruth Weaves, Pan"Seven
Glad
Sisters"
were
Sara
various professors on our campus choicest discussion on hydrogen.
Wayne France. Anne Ellett. Susie Hellenic adviser, Ida Mary Nichcertainly help in making our life But you know what we mean.
Moore. Winifred Wright. Elva An- ols and the active memban and
here a more humorous one. Their
Then there's Dr. F. F. Swertability in being individualistic, in feger's cunning little trick of end- drews. Ella Banks Wrath is and pledgee of Alpha Sigma Tau.
every sense of the word, has sure- ing all his sentences with a ques- Jane Sanford.
Fifty Mills attended the U. S. O.
Attending the Baptist Student
ly engendered much 'unknown to tion mark. His classes are condance
at the Farmville Armory
them i laughter.. When a student tinuously nodding or shaking their Union eonlerence at Blucksburg
first arrives and is becoming ac- heads to every single remark he were Gertrude Moore. Rachel Joy- Saturday night
quainted with the sundry tech- makes
He also has a favorite ner, Louise Mills, Ellen Hudgins.
niques of our professors, they are expression—"By and large"—at Violet Woodall. Alice Lee l).i\;
continually going into gales of the end of every fifth sentence ior Eleanor Corell. PnnOtS Griff en.
laughter as they describe "Dr. so it seems' the next is prefaced Ruth Kersey. Caroyn Rouse. Mary
Continued from Paa? 1
Elizabeth Fuqua, Eileen Bowles.
E imp's'' latest, for instance.
by "By and large."—Maybe it
Of course this more gleeful means something real important Eleanor Booth. Marjorie Felts. El- American i Ibrary Association. He
a Pool. Louise Putn.y. and Viramusement eventually wears off in psychology—maybe.
will draft a policy concernina. the
ginia Treakle.
into a continuous quiet chuckle,
publication of public documents
And Dr. J. P. Wynne—his drawlexington proved very attractive and the preservation of national
into a deep appreciation of the ings i ?' on blackboards can be
antics of our most beloved faculty described as the best examples of this week — Catherine Trower. library records. The Library Asmembers and lastly, Into a fath- ultra-modern art in the college. Jane Scott. P ggy Ross. Kendall sociation aril] then present the
Nc.lingham. Rosalie Rogers. Illene policy to Elmer Davis for considomless scorn of any who dare
They can neither b? explained nor
ridicule a single disconnected, pe- interpreted but if Dr. Wynne says Ptock. Nancy Pitts and Lillian eration by the Office of War InGcddin nan in yed there for Wash- formation.
culiar, or laughable action.
'"The apple was good", he draws
Let us give a few examples of a diagram to prove it beyond a ington and Lee Homecomings and
Due to recent trends in public
to s.e Wake Forest defeat V. M.
these ridiculous, endearing, and doubt.
1. with such a tidy little score of criticism, pressure has been ex->ft-repe?ted anecdotes concerning
Miss Grace Moran plays foot- 28 to 0.
erted on government offices con'.'"CS3 oddities, those nine-day
onders—Farmville college pro- ball in each and every cU s! She
Beatrice Jone.s and Will Hall cerning the censorship of war
is eternally getting into position ! went to Richmond to the Univer- news which the public deems vital
fessors.
Dr. F. B. Simkin's unique meth- to catch that forward pass or in- ■ sity of Richmond-V. P. I. game to later records. As a result Unod rf scratching his head when tercept that quarterback's next j and Carrol Costello attended the American Library Association is
dubious over some point is quite move. Don't r istake us—these , Medical College dance this week- formulating a policy to be used
' muis. If an area on the left antics are alw. ys done in the most end—To Jac Hardy go.s the dis- as a standard by the Office of
itle of his pate needs to be at- graceful, ladylike poses: but they tance award for going to David- War Information in publishing
terded tn. he u-es his right arm. are amusing.
son for the Davidson-North Caro- war news
At the end of a discussion on lina name and dances.
Dr. Merntt was chosen to outextending it upward and over the
ticklish spot. Why he has to go Einstein's Theory ot Relativity or
The Home Guard was more line this policy because of Ins
to 811 the trcuble nobody has ever on Dagwood's latest episode in the numerous than usual Some of research on "The United States
')'. thtub. Mr. T. A. McCorkle the Home Swe; t Homers were Jane As Publisher' . the subje-ct he sebi en able to decide.
Mr. Charlie French. Dr. Simp's would be sure to questbn. "You Me Fa 11 Bobbie Scott. Jane Tay- lected for his dissertation prior
mortal enemy on anything argu- see what I mean?" You see what lor Bentley. Myrtle Lee Holt. to receiving his doctorate in limentative, is limitless in peculiar- we mean!
Frances Mallory. Ernestine Mor- brary science at the university of
Eashfulness personified! Mr M. gan. Dorotliy Anderson, Bernice Chicago.
ities. When he sees somebody he
knows who might be five paces B. Coyner's clever trick of steal- Blair, Marjorie Louise Vaughan.
iway, he springs up on his toes, ing glances at his classes keep his Marilyn Johnson. Julia Glenn,
raises his hand in a Heil Hitler subjects' minds on anything ex- Ann Payne, Margaret Anne Hormanner and screws his face into cept educational psychology.
to. Anne Williams. Sarah Trigg.
Yes—they all are eccentric. Peo- Martha Higgins. Jane Philhower.
Mll.l. WORK
a thousand wrinkles centered
around a beaming smile. If the ple other than a Farmville stu- Freddie Ann Butt, Pauline Barns
person addressed is only two paces dent would not understand, would Jean Garland. Martha Watson.
away, he screws one fist into the think we were in one of those Ellen Ebel. Ann Page Francis.
palm of his other hand to show his bug houses—but we know them Mrily Bell, Betty Boutchard. Amy
enthusiasm and repeats the thou- and we appreciate them. They are Read, Lilly Bee Gray. Nell Hollosand wrinkles. But these facial part of the institution and spirit way and Christine Eddins.
expressions are nothing compared of Farmville. They are indispenFarmville affairs featured a cabto those on his face when that sable.
Pure Drugs
in party for the Athletic AssociaPerfumes—Toilet Articles
tion Council at Longwood cabin
Latest styles in stationery
Saturday night. Lucy Manson.
Quality—Price—Service
head of the food committee supervised the camp lire meals which
(•(•
from all reports lived up to the
Tin- Convenient store
imputation that all delicious outdoor-cooked food has—Miss Olive For Faculty and Student Itody
bv Lanclev Wood
Good things to eat and drink
Her, adviser for the A. A. council,
Upon previewing "The Male college Alma Maters. The direc- chaperoned the party.
Animal" it is found that the com- tion of Miss Leola Wheeler has
The Catholic students on camedy tends to the subtle rather than developed the group into an aci High Street I
the slapstick. Every member of complished clique of performers, pus were entertain d at an inthe cast seems to have been well- The play itself is a cleverly writ- formal tea Sunday afternoon by
seasoned previous to this show, ten bit of dramatics, and S. T. C. Miss Emily Knuzlarich at her
having acted in the productions Dramatic Club and the Jongleurs home. Charlotte Greeley and Old shoes are made to look new
of their various high school or more than prove themselves Margaret Thomas assist!d in serv- Bxpeft Repairing
iii",.
Prompt Service
worthy to present it.
The members of Alpha Sigma
"Tedo" Savage exhibits his unusual skill in rendering well-bal- Tau held their Founder's Day
anced performance. He. inciden- banquet at Longwood Saturday
Nl vl to Baptist Church
tally, is the boy who starts the night at 6 o'clock. Among the
ball of cataclysm rolling on Thomas Turner, the apparently meek
Only a reporter? That's all I ■«•** *****. who ls plaved
am. Only the fellow who chases by Dick Cornwell.
Dodie" Jones ably carries the
after news from dawn to midnight. Only the man who is en- female lead as Mrs. Turner Eftrusted with the great responsib- ficiently portrayed the rollicking
l ility of finding out what took part of the ego-infested ex-footplace and presenting it vividly in ball player is Jack Adams, who is
of he p ot
story form, when news is inac- £*»•»
, ' .1 'Tw'iltch,
1
| curately reported, suppressed, or E»e" £ excellent in the role of
! distorted, the people flounder in Df"> Damon s domineering, crothe darkness. They form false chBv
«y vwewln
"eopinions and the result is dlsas- w
« the performances of
the entire cast, it can be safely
trous
„/
.
,
. .guaranteed that "The Male Ani^IJT^!:^"^"0^.*'11!1;^!" is a well-rounded evenings
to look for, and can write an entertainment.
honest, firsthand account of what
he has experienced, renders a
valuable service to society.
Straightforward reporting makes
clear thinking possible, and is the
basis of sound Judgment and wise
.ii„i i«.r
action.
I.I Slwil
Only a reporter! Need anyone
be ashamed of so honored a proNo darling! that one gold bar makes him a second
fession? Everyone must look to
ci.KAN POINT UNlieutenant, not a general. Generals wear stars but
the humble reporter for a true acthey
won't be dating you for dances. How to look
count of events of social signidivine for the officers who will date you- and the
ficance and as long as he does a
chart tells you their rank (see above), cast an eye
good Job. society rests on a firm
foundation.—David Boyd.
below:
Hera's what you use to
make everybody admire your fingernails.
Try our dellcloun

Merritl

On their way to Chicago lor the As orialL-d Press Convention
last week, S. T. C.'s publication heads paused long enough at the
train statiin to have thi ir picture snapped. Left to rijiit are Winifred Wrisht, Anne Ellett. Elva Aidrcws. Sara Wayne Francos. Ella
Banks Weathers Jane Sanford. and Susie Moore.

Cotillion Cheerers

Farmville Mfg. Co.

Dot (hildress and dame e>cort Roland Hill shown 'belwen
the halves' at the r«ctnt Fall Cotillion.

Young Peoples Group Pickett Turns Tables,
Entertains Seniors
Elects Cock Prexy
At Dance, Banquet
Betty Cock, freshman from
Hampton, was elected president
of the Canterbury Club, newly
organized Episcopal Young People's group last week. Jane Waring
Rufftn will serve as vice-president,
Mary St. Clair Bugg was sleeted
secretary, and Jeanne Stride is
the treasurer.
Bitty was re-elected to the Executive Council of the Youth Division of the Diocese of Southern
Virginia at the conference in
Richmond last week-end. Betty,
Jane. Mary St. Clair. and Jeanne
attended the conference representing the young people in Farmville and in the college.

Bring Your Clothes
For Prompt Service
to

KLEANWELL
CLEANERS
OPPOSITE POSTOFF1CE

Fifty seniors will be the guests
uf the Quartermaster Corps of
Camp Pickett at a formal banquet
at Longwood this Saturday night.
The girls have been selected from
the seniors who have permission
to participate in USO activities.
Following the banquet the girls
will be entertained at a private
dance in the Farmville armory.
An orchestra from Camp Pickett
will furnish music for the dance.

S. T. C. Observes
Week of Prayer
This week, Novemb. r 8-14, has
been designated "Prayer and
World Fellowship Week". Special
programs have been planned for
Piayers during this week.
On Monday there was a special
pr< ram at which Alice Parkhurst
sang, and Eleanor Core 11 drew a
landscape. Tuesday, Carolyn Bob'iitt spoke on "Place Prayer Has
■n Our Everyday Life."
Eleanor Folk will discuss "Serving Wartime Needs" tonight, and
Thursday night there will be a
discussion of "The Pow.r of an
Ideal". The series will conclude
on Friday with Dorothy Andersen's dicusslon of "World Fellowship- 1942 and After."

Martin, the Jeweler

Rtmimber Bataan

Buy your

In tt ft
A Dime Out of
Every Dollar in

Christmas presents
Now for the boy overseas.

U.S. War Bonds

New Shipment Pastel and Pastel Plaid
Skirts
$3.95 to $7.95
SWEATERS
to

$2.95

$6.95

Building Materials
Gray's Drufc Store

H-S Member of Cast Previews
Male Animal" Favorably

Butcher's

The Humble
Reporter

Electric Shoe Shop

HOW TO TILL AN OFFKtR'S INSIGNIA

PATRONIZE
PATTERSON'S
The Complete Drug
Store
Stationery, Candy

Prescriptions are our

College Shoppe

PURE SILK HOSE

SANDWICHES
And Plate Lunches

$1.25t0 $1.95

Freshmen! L'pperelammen!

Shannon's
Phone 5*2

PATTERSON'S
DRUG CO., INC.
238 Main St.
Roses Store
Now in New Ixieatlon

.Meet me at . . .

DOROTHY MAY STORK

specialty

Nest to Hub Dept. Store

We Deliver Complete line of school supplies

DURA-GLOSS
NAIL POLISH
At all Cosmetic Counttrt
■ATHSON.
lO»» LAIOtATOtlfS
Founded by E. T. Reynolds

N. J.
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Will The Animal"
Make History?
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Re Patria...

If American armiea decided to 'put off'
In attempting to dissect "The Male fighting for a week; if our naval forces de
Animal" in their opening pe. lo-mance this tei mined to halt the hunt for enemy subyear, S. T. C.'s Dramatic Club and the Jon- ma* ilies until next month—how long would
gleurs of Hampden-Sydney College hav<
selected a hard nut, one that will not easilj America remain fiee? This is a war of minbfl ciacked. Their presentatii n of the well- utes: procrastination has become synony
known comedy will have to be better than IT-OUS with perfidy. While we can't think ol
best, for the audiences on Eiiday and Sal Ore person who hasn't said "I'm going t<
unlay nights will be particularly critical itart buying War Stamps without fail!".
ones, and justly so. They will be using we can think of numerous cases in which
Broadway and Hollywood as standards for they just 'forgot' to do so.
judgment and comparison. The S. T. CIt is vitally important for students to
II.-S. presentation will have to surpass even invest their dimes, quarters, and dollars in
the heights of sound college dramatic pro- the United States as regularly and as sysduction to which they have heretofore tematically as do their parents and friends
soared.
and friends invest their pay-dollars. It i.c
When the curtain rises on the dramatic vitally important that they do so wholetalent in these two colleges Friday night, : heartedly.
the score will be 0-0 in the last minute of
So enlist now one hundred percent in
play, the Brit down, one foot to go for
jthe
10 per cent Allowance Plan being instithe critics in the audience. If they a-e to
'
gated
by the College War Council. Your
thwart this attack, the college dramatists
!
support
in making this a success will mean
will have to exhibit Ail-American play and
one
more
slap at that Jan.
players.

News
.'.*... Feature
Sports
Social
Copv
Photographic
■**—

L

8) mptomallc of the trend is the
annouiu • m< nt of the Civil Service Commission here r.cently that
liberalized rules would permit the
nurses who completed their training as long ago as January. 1920,
to apply for gov.mment nursing
lobs The jobs pay $1,620 a year
and are open to all who have had
nurses training. Apply to the Commissions hers, or by way of your
post office.
For general inhumation on
nurse recruitment, write Miss
Florence Seder, National Nursing
Council for War Service, 1790
Eroadway, New York City

Other Job*
The Government wanLs photographers and motion picture technicians to fill Jobs paying $1440
to $3800 a year. Women especially
desired, although men may
apply.
Ii co-lance rspsrhmos may be
enough to qualify for any of the
lobs and amateur experience is
enough for $1440 and $1620 posi-

Assistant Business Managers
Mary Keith Bingham
Advertising Manager
Mary St. Clair BURR
Circulation Manager
Business Assistants
Helm DeLong. Ellen Hudgins. Anne Moore. Alyc^
Fulton. Bobby Scott, Msry Storcrtt. Jeanne
Strick. Betty Reid. Anne Rogers. (Veil Pritchett.
Maxin Compton. Edna Brown. Betty Jones,
Ruth Brooks. Beti.y Overcash. Lucille Lewis,
Lillian Elliot, Phyllis Watts. Ann Blair, Jane
Ford, LoliOe Warner, Francs Quillen. Leila
Holloway. Marjie Hewlett, Virginia Radogna.
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The Rotunda
REVERBERATES

Question of the Week

WASHINGTON 'ACPi-- Need
for nurses Is most urgent Some
55.000 are wanted immediately. A
survey of two-thirds of the country's nursing schools reveals that
we're going to fall about 19.000
nurses short of that quota.
The only way to reach the goal
would OS (Of 19.000 new girls to
enroll In nursing courses in January and February.
D.cision to become a DUNS
doesn't necessarily mean an Interruption of your college course
Perhaps you can do it simply bv
including biological, physical, medical and six*in 1 science courses in
your schidule at the start of a
new term this winter.
■SSbnatSS Of DM number of
nurses needed have kept growing
throughout the war. Some 3.000
a month have been taken from
civilian life for army and navy
duty That's 36.000 a year, as
nst an original estimate of
10.000 for 1942.
Those figures add up to a migraine headache for local hospitals throughout the nation

~s-

Reporters
Oladvs Wilson. Fav Johnson. Martha Patterson.
Margaret Midi, Biidr, t Genti e. Nell Holloway.
Louise Bell. Baty Cock, Mary Frank.in Woodward. Virginia Kent Sedgley.

Statistics are fast proving that
this column is the product of evil,
sinister, maneuvertings. that it is
manhandled by a prejudiced
lique cf mordacious reporters
'ciinerly labeled The Gatspost,
it proceeds Incognito until further notice. Its a.iriors are j
steeping to an all-time low in
dirt journalism' and are now re- i
meeting their readers to make
uggestions for a more novel John
Henry and more novel material to
II its lines. The motto from
low an is You Name It and We'll!
Print It".
We meekly mention the fact
that the delegation to the ACP
convention in the Great Lake \
City last week escaped The Loop
unharmed.
Ricardo's held no
horrors for two of the venturesome seven: Wright and Ellett.
Nor did near-by Glenview Naval
Air Base harbor unpleasant memories for Moore, Sleepy Sanford,
and Ellett again. Tales cf Toledo
intermingled with sighs 514 were
Just about all Weathers and
Prance brought back. And Active
Andrews, completely showered by
orchids, telegrams, and specials
while there, returned from Chicago quite elated over Bill and
! Jonesy.
Some anonymous genius inWhat Improvements Would You Like to Hare Made In Your College Paper?
Ed. Note: This qotstlon was originally asked to satisfy the incessant curiosity of the editors as to quired about Bee Reid from a
how The Rotunda can be improved. It was not intended for publication, but since its content has been jS.T.C. girl in the "Do you know
! who" game. He wanted to know,
one of frequent comment among may students recently, the answers now warrant public display."
quite seriously, if Bee was crazy.
Virginia Shackelford: I like the (paper. Let's have more letters to
Eileen Bowles: I would like to j
True to Maroon and
Rotunda just as it Is and look j the editor. We are always com-1 see more features. I don't think Orange, the loyal supporters traplaining among ourselves about the Gatepost is a suitable name veled down to Richmond for the
forward to it every Wednesday.
game. Dee-dee Parker sported
Betty Sexton: I would like to things around school. Why not for the dirt column. The editorials two escorts, and with a shortage
are very good.
of men, too. Gracie Hutchison
see more news about the different put it on paper?
organizations on campus. I'm for
Nannie Webb: I think the paper showed more than Just interest in
Patsy Connelly: I like the edia dirt column but not one that torial and sport pages very much. Is complete. I like the way the a certain V.P.I, player, namely
Horace Pearce. Having a private
refers to ttM same group all the
I cast my vote especially for | dirt column is written.
Ring Figure is the thing to do.
time.
Shirley Easterly: The Rotunda Ask Marilyn Bell; she had one
Mailer Sprinkle: I would like to Gleanings. But there should be
more variety in the dirt column. | is unusually good for a college last week end. ..... Pagie
sec men humorOUS articles.
Francis was seen at the bus si a
Frances C'raddock: I think the | paper.
Betty Youngberg: The Rotunda
tion with none other than Johnny
Rotunda
is
a
good
paper.
There
is one of the best college papers
Virginia Terrell: Why not com- last Sunday. Urn. old flames never
I have sem. but the dirt column arc so many people nere. so it
Ordinarily. Eleanor
seems a bit naive for the mental- \ seems that the dirt column should bine the gossip columns? I think die.
Biese's boy friend in England
they
should
be
more
varied
to
inbe
more
inclusive.
The
photos
are
ily of college students. Certainly,
clude freshmen and other new would have got the anniversary
there ought to be more variety. fine.
girls.
telegram she sent, but this is war,
Alice Seebert: Its an excellent
Sarah Massie Ooode: Take Tedo
Blanche Stele: I think on the i and Eleanor is worried for fear
college paper. But I think the un- S;lVi,lv '"" "' "''• dl" ,'"1"mn whol... the paper la verv good bu. he didn't.
Giggy Smith
di relassmto should be played up. Tmre is loo much repetition here. lne Qatepost is always about the Quadruple dated with three other
too.
But the paper is super anyway.
Kamc pe0p]e
Smith's Saturday night. Smell
Warwick Mitchell: I would like
Droste's
Phylls Ann Butler: I like the
Jane Lee Sink: According to the world, ain't it?
to see more features, especially pap. r as a whole because it in- Gatepost there are only about 50 Tom was here this week end. Need
The fires
those whichbnnK to our attention |flu(1,,s , ,„.,,, „,t of everything.! girls around school who ever do I say more?
thin* thai BM happening around sometimes, though, the dirt col- ,nything. If we are going to have still burn for Kendall Notting**"
unin goes too far: it always refers a dirt column, let's have more var- ham, and that miniature is there
to prove it. - - - - Sherry Knight
Janc ii.ini.\ It's a dam good | to the same p.ople.
i:ty.
and her prospective husband paid
a visit. The big event is going
to be Christmas, we hear. - - - -

From Capitol To Campus
By A. C. P.\s Jay Richter

Editor
Editor
Editor
Editor
Editor
Editor

%T
Bv LOUISE BELL

tions. Apply to the Civil Service
Every Saturday and Sunday afCommission.
ternoon and night the town
churches are open to service men.
Education Eheu-here
The members of the churches are
veiy anxious for S. T. C. girls to
It is not wrong to state that in assist in entertaining and cordialthe martial arts lie the moral ly invite them to do so. It is a
principles of our nation, Tokyo wonderful way to m:et a choice
said recently via shortwave.
private, corporal, sergeant, or
That's what we'd gathered.
looking from his point of view.—
• • •
a swell girl to talk with.
This is Prayer and World FelTw.nty-flve professors of the
University of Amsterdam have lowship Week. It is being- observbSSD dismissed In reprisal for a ed In Pray.is by Inspirational
bomb attack on gen< ral headquar- programs.
ters of the Nazi student front.
Sunday was a big day for the
Will severance pay?
Methodist Wesley Foundation
The University of Virginia was
well represented at the afternoon
Cmrman professors have been diSCUMlon. Tills was followed by
made department heads at the a delicious supper, delightful group
University of Riga in Latvia.
singing, and the regular worship
e
•
•
service. It was well worth the sacMore than 95 Czech teachers, rifice of a walk to Longwood most
priests and physicians were arrest- people agreed.
ed by the Nazis last month In
At the Baptist Student Union
continued reprisals against Slovak State Conference held at Blacks Intellectuals.
burg last week end 8. T. C. conCan't stand mental pressure tributed a second vice-president,
■hf
Eileen Bow 1, -

"BDT I TEIX YA, I ryrrA HAVE A LOCK AT MY CAB HERE!
IMPCKTAHT IBOKE NUMBERS CB IT!

I HAD SOME

Letters to the Editor .
Student Challenges Criticism
Of Infirmary Treatment
To the Editor:
In last week's paper. The Letter to the Editor" regarding conditions in the infirmary I felt was
critical and unfair most likely
due to the lack of imagination on
the part of the writer. When I
returned to school this fall I had
to spend almost an entire week in
the infirmary. I was sick tnough
to want to be alone. I had come
there for peace and quiet I could
not have been more kindly treated
by my own mother.
I think instead of complaining
we should marvel at the immaculateness of the infirmary, of the
sincire consideration for
our
aches and pains shown us. and
above all we should be filled with
admiration for our nurse who unassisted carries on for us. One
does not stay in the infirmary for
such a long spell that she cannot
do withoot the comradeship of her

fru nds. After all the infirmary is
for the sick, if you want to have
pi act and quiet it Is Just the place
to go. but if you simply want to
make it a social event then I
would say tliat your choice was
unwise.
May I ask that those who heretofore have been dragging themselves around school when feeling
ill instead of reporting to the infirmary please feel free to go.
for I assure you of excellent care.
Well, then, let's have a little
more consideration for our nurse,
and fellow classmates who are
sometimes sick enough to want to
find a quiet r, stful place to get
well and please accept my
above statements in the spirit
given, for, believe me. It is well
meant.
Sincerely.
Jane Lee Sink

Head Librarian Clarifies
Reserve Book Rules
Dear Editor: Although your answer to "A
Bookworm" in the Rotunda of two
weeks ago covered nicely the major
difficulty she was having with
finding books in the Reserve Book
Room, I am wondering whether
I may add some few details to
assist your readers in using this
department of the Library.
Ths faculty reserve lists are arranged alphabetically on the Bulletin Board according to the faculty members name. When a
certain professor has placed books
on reserve for more than one
course the several lists are arranged under his name according to the number of the course.
Books on the lists are arranged
alphabetically by author, and the
hooks on the Reserve Shelves are
also arranged in one alphabet
according to the name of the
author.
The Reserve Collection is shelved immediately to the left of the
entrance to the Reserve Book
Room in the section of shelving
between the entrance and the
window at the end of the room
These books may during the day
be used only in the library, but
may be withdrawn for overnight
use at 10:30 in the evening, and
for the week end at 5:30 on Saturday afternoon.
Since the Reserve Collection oc-

cupied so small a portion of the
shelving in the Room, a number
of other collections of books have
been placed in the room to make
those collections more available
to the students and to fill with
books otherwise empty sections
of shelving.
The first of these collections,
continuing around the room from
the window at the south end is
made up of the library's collection of Individual biography. The
second collection is entirely devoted to juvenile literature, and
extends around the north end of
the room. The third, immediately to the right of the entrance,
is the Morrison Memorial Collection. Books In all three of
these collections may be withdrawn from the library for the
usual two-week period. The accident of their location in the
Reserve Book Room does not
make them Reserve Books.
One more word to "A Bookworm" in the event that she or
her colleagues should have further trouble In using this or any
other department of the Library:
A professional member of the library staff is on hand at all times
for the specific purpose of assistIng students with their library
problems.
Sincerely,
Dr. Leroy Merrltt
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The Faculty: By Their Idiosyncrasies
Shall the Student Body Know Them

Page 3

Just Looking, Thanks

Conventioneering S. T. C.'ers «uest,s were Dr. J. L. Jarman. Miss
take the spotlight this week with Mary Wlate (.'ox. Miss Virginia
the return cf delegates from the
By FAY JOHNSON
press
convention in Chicago—The Bedford, faculty advise* for the
The particular idiosyncrasies of' blank-blank bell interrupts his
Sewn
Glad Sisters" were Sara sorority Miss Huth (.Heaves. Panvarious professors on our campus choicest discussion on hydrogen.
Wayne
Prance.
Anne Ellitt. Susie Hellenic advter, Miss Mary Nichcertainly help in making our life But you know what we mean.
Moore.
Winifred
Wright. Elva An- ols and the active numbers and
here a more humorous one. Their
Then there's Dr. F. F. Sweitability in being individualistic, in feger's cunning little trick of end- drews, Ella Banks Weath. is and pledgee ol Alpha Sigma Tau.
every sense of the word, has sure- ing all his sentences with a ques- Jane Sanford.
Fifty gnls attended the U. S. O.
Attending the Baptist Student
ly engendered much 'unknown to tion mark. His classes are condiinci' ai the Farmville Armory
Union
cuntcri
nee
at
Blacksburg
them i laughter.. When a student tinuously nodding or shaking their
first arrives and is becoming ac- heads to every single remark he were Gertrude Moore, Rachel Joy- Saturday nighl
quainted with the sundry tech-! makes. He also has a favorite ner, Louise Mills. Ellen Hudgins.
niques of our professors, they are expression—"By and large"—at Violet Woodall, Alice lee Davis.
continually going into gales of the end of every fifth sentence ior Eleanor Corell. Frances GiifTen.
laughter as they describe "Dr. | so it seems' the next is prefaced Ruth Kersey, Caroyn Rouse, Mary
:
Continued /row Pay,- I
imp's" latest, for instance.
by "By and large."—Maybe it Elizabeth Fuqiia. Eileen Bowles.
Of course this more gleeful means something real important Eleanor Booth. Marjorie Felts. El- American Library Association lie
u Pool. Louise Putn.y. and Viramusement eventually wears off in psychology—maybe.
will draft a policy concerning the
ginia Treakle.
into a continuous quiet chuckle,
publication of public documents
And Dr. J. P. Wynne—his drawlexington proved very attractive and the preservation of national
into a deep appreciation of the ings '?' on blackboards can be
antics of our most beloved faculty described as the best examples of this Week — Catherine Trower. library records. The Library Asmembers and lastly, Into a fath- ultra-modern art in the college. Jane Scott, P ggy Ross. Kcndali sociation will then present the
omless scorn of any who dare Tluy can neither b? explained nor Nc.lingham. Rosalie Rogers. Illene policy to Elmer Davis tor consul
lidicule a single disconnected, pe- interpreted but if Dr. Wynne says Pinclc, Nancy Pitts and Lillian eration by the Oilier of War InOcddin Journeyed there for Wash- formation
culiar, or laughable action.
"The apple was good", he draws
Let us give a few examples of a diagram to prove it beyond a ington and Lee Homecomings and
Due to recent trends in public
i Wake Foiest defeat V. M.
these ridiculous, endearing, and doubt.
1, with such a tidy little score of criticism, pressure has been ex->ft-reper ted anecdotes concerning
Miss Grace Moran pi lyi foot* 28 to 0.
erted on government offices con'.' cs? eddities. those nine-day
onder- — Farmville college pro- ba'.l in each and every cla s! She
teatrice Jones and Will Hall cerning the censorship of war
is eternally getting into position went to Richmond to tin Univer- news which the public deems vital
fessors.
Dr. F. B. Simkin's unique meth- to catch that forward pass or in- sity of Richmond-V. P I. gam; to later records. As a result the
od if scratching his head when tercept that quarterback's next and Carrol CosUllo attended the American Library Association is
dubious over some point is quite move. Don't i istake us—these. Medical College dance this week- formulating a policy to be used
' mius. If an area on the left antics are alw-. ys done in the most end—To Jac Hardy go s the dis- as a standard by the Office of
itcto of his pate needs to be at- graceful, ladylike poses: but they tance award for going to David- War Information in publishing
tended to. he u-es his right arm. are amusing.
son for the Davidson-North Caro- war news.
At the end of a discussion on lina same and dances.
Dr. Merrill was chosen to outextending it upward and over the
ticklish spot. Why he has to go Einstein's Theory of Relativity or
The Home Guard was more line this policy because of ins
to all the trouble nobody has ever on Dagwood's latest episode in the numerous than usual Some of research on "The United States
tatbtub, Mr. T. A. McCorkle the Home Swe; t Homers were Jane As Publisher", the subject he sebeen able to decide.
1
Mr. Charlie French. Dr. Simp's would be sure to question. "You McPall Bobbie Scott. Jane Tay- lected for his dissertation prior
mortal enemy on anything argu- see what I mean? You see what lor Bentley. Myrtle Lee Holt to receiving his doctorate in limentative, is limitless in peculiar- we mean!
Frances Mallory. Ernestine Mor- brary science at the University of
Eashfulness personified! Mr. M. gan. Dorotlvy Andirson. Bernice Chicago.
ities. When he sees somebody he
knows who might be five paces B. Coyner's clever trick of steal- Blair. Marjorie Louise Vaughan.
•way. he springs up on his toes, ing glances at his classes keep his Marilyn Johnson. Julia Glenn.
raises his hand in a Heil Hitler subjects' minds on anything ex- Ann Payne, Margaret Anne Hormanner and screws his face into cept educational psychology.
to. Anne Williams. Sarah Trigg.
Yes—they all are eccentric. Peo- Martha Higgins. Jane Philhower.
Ml I.I. WOHK
a thousand wrinkles centered
around a beaming smile. If the ple other than a Farmville stu- Freddie Ann Butt. Pauline Barnes.
person addressed is only two paces dent would not understand, would Jean Garland, Martha Watson.
away, he screws one fist into the think we were in one of those Ellen Ebel, Ann Puge Francis,
palm of his other hand to show his bug houses—but we know them Mrily Bell. Betty Boutchard. Amy
enthusiasm and repeats the thou- and we appreciate them. They are Read, Lilly Bee Gray, Nell Hollosand wrinkles. But these facial part of the institution and spirit way and Christine Eddins.
expressions are nothing compared of Farmville. They are indispenFarmville affairs featured a cabto those on his face when that sable.
Pure Drugs
in party for the Athletic AssociaPerfumes—Toilet Articles
tion Council Pt Longwood cabin
Latest styles in stationery
Saturday night. Lucy Manson.
Quality—Price— Service
head of the food committee supervised the camp fire meals which
from all reports lived up to the
The Convenient Store
reputation that all delicious outdoor-cooked food has- Miss Olive For FaiultN and Student llod.\
bv Lanclev Wood
Good things to eat and drink
Her, adviser for the A. A. council,
Upon previewing "The Male college Alma Maters. The direc- chaperoned the party.
Animal" it is found that the com- tion of Miss Leola Wheeler has
The Catholic students on camedy tends to the subtle rather than developed the group into an ac(High Street I
the slapstick. Every member of complished clique of performers, pus were entertain d at an inthe cast seems to have been well- The play itself is a cleverly writ- formal tea Sunday afternoon by
seasoned previous to this show, ten bit of dramatics, and S. T. C. Miss Emily Knuzlarich at her
having acted in the productions Dramatic Club and the Jongleurs home. Charlotte Greeley and Old shoes are made to look new
Thomas assist: d In serv- Expert Repairing
of their various high school or more
than prove
themselves Margaret
ile
I'
pi Service
- worthy to present it.
The members of Alpha Sigma
"Tedo" Savage exhibits his unusual skill in rendering well-bal- Tau held their Pounder's Day
anced performance. He, inciden- banquet at Longwood Saturday
Next to Baptist
nil
tally, is the boy who starts the night at 6 o'clock. Among the
ball of cataclysm rolling on Thomas Turner, the apparently meek
Only a reporter? That's all i English professor who is played
am. Only the fellow who chases * J"* Cornwell.
after news from dawn to mid- , D°d* Jones ably carries the
night. Only the man who is «-'£»*X lead ,as M's, Jurnfr „
trusted with the great responsib- nciently portrayed the rollicking
ility of finding out what took »*" °f *• ego-infested ex-footplace and presenting it vividly in £a» player is Jack Adams who is
story form when news is inac- ^ man of he plot "Twitch
curately reported, suppressed, or ■«•** £ excellent in the role of
distorted, the people flounder in De™ Damons domineering, crothe darkness. They form false cn<:ty w,reopinions and the result is disasthe entire cast, it can be safely
trous.
guaranteed that "The Male AniThe reporter who knows what mal" is a well-rounded evening's
to look for, and can write an entertainment.
honest, firsthand account of what
he has experienced, renders a
valuable service to society.
Straightforward reporting makes
clear thinking possible, and is the
basis of sound judgment and wise
lie. lul
action.
Only a reporter! Need anyone
be ashamed of so honored a proNo darling! that one gold bar makes him a second
fession? Everyone must look to
CLEAN FOUNTAIN
lieutenant, not a general. Generals wear stars-but
the humble reporter for a true acthey won't be dating you for dances. How to look
count of events of social signidivine for the officers who will date you-and the
ficance and as long as he does a
chart tells you their rank (see above), cast an eye
good job. society rests on a firm pvp,prjnrjnni. uvo on,.
foundation— David Boyd.
rl eftd lptions dl e Ollf
below:

Morritt

On their way to Chicago for the As Delated PfCtt Convjp.tlon
last week, S. T. C.'s publicatiun heads paused long enough at the
train station to have thi ir picture snappd. Left to right are Winifred Wright. Anne tllett. Elva Ardrews. Sara Wayne Frances, Ella
Banks Weathers Jane Sanford. and Susie Moore.

Cotillion Cheerera

Farmville Mfg. Co.

Dot Childress and dance c>rort Foland Hill shown "betwen
the halves- at the riccnt Fall Cotillion.

Young Peoples Group Pickett Turns Tables,
Entertains Seniors
Elects Cock Prexy
At Dance, Banquet
Betty Cock, freshman from
Hampton, was elected president
of the Canterbury Club, newly
organized Episcopal Young Peoples group last week. Jane Waring
Rufftn will serve as vice-president.
Mary St. Clair Bugg was s lee ted
secretary, and Jeanne Strick is
the treasurer.
Bttty was n.-elected to the Executive Council of the Youth Division of the Diocese of Southern
Virginia at the conference in
Richmond last week-end. Betty.
Jane. Mary St. Clair, and Jeanne
attended the conference representing the young people in Farmvllle and in the college.

Bring Your Clothes
For Prompt Service
to

KLEANWELL
CLEANERS
OPPOSITE POSTOFFICE

Fifty seniors will be the guests
of the Quartermaster Corps of
Camp Pickett at a formal banquet
at Longwood this Saturday night.
The girls have been selected from
the seniors who have permission
to participate in USO activities.
Following the banquet the girls
will be entertained at a private
dance in the Farmville armory.
An orchestra from Camp Pickett
will furnish music for the dance

S. T. C. Observes
Week of Prayer
This week, November 8-14. has
been designated "Prayer and
World Fellowship Week" Special
programs have been planned for
Players during this week.
On Monday there was a special
program at which Alice Parkhurst
sang, and Eleanor Core 11 drew a
landscape. Tuesday. Carolyn Bobbin spoke on "Place Prayer Has
in Our Everyday Life."
Ekanor Folk will discuss "Serving Wartime Needs" tonight, and
Thursday night there will be a
discussion of "The Pow.r of an
Ideal". The series will conclude
on Friday with Dorothy Anderson's dlcussion of "World Fellowship- 1942 and After."

Martin, the Jeweler

Rtmnmber Bataan

Buy your

Invitt
A Dimt Out of
Every Dollar in

Christmas presents
Now for the boy overseas.

U.S. War Bonds

New Shipment Pastel and Pastel Plaid
Skirts
$3.95 to $7.95
SWEATERS
t(

$2.95 > $6.95

Building Materials
(iray's Drug Store

H-S Member of Cast Previews
"Male Animal" Favorably

Butcher's

The Humble
Reporter

Electric Shoe Shop

HOW TO TEU. AN OFFICERS INSIGNIA

PATRONIZE
PATTERSON'S
The Complete Drugstore

$1.25

$1.95

College Shoppe
SANDWICHES
And Plate i.uni'hes

Freshmen! Upperclammen!

Shannon's
Phone 522

specialty
PATTKRSON'S
DRUG CO., INC.
238 Main St.
Roses Store
Now In Nfw Location

Meet me at . . .

DOROTHY MAY STORK

I

Stationery, Candy

Try our dellcloui

PUB! SILK HOSE
to

I.I

Nest to Hub !>• i>t Store

We Deliver Complete line ol school supplies

Hsrs't what you us* to
mak* everybody admire your fingernails.

Ill M-GLOSS
NAIL POLISH
At all Cosmetic Counters
IOM lAtOIATOdfS • rAlHSON. N. J.
founded by f

T. ffvynoldi

i.l
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Langhorne Replaces Connelly Will Direct
Dunton In Election
Bridge Tourney
.To Begin Next Week
Nancy Langhorne, junior from
Irvington, was elected secretary
Patsy Connelly, secretary of the
of the Commercial Club at a mati
Athletic
Association, is managing
ing last week. Nancy will replace
Catherine Dunton who did not re- I a bridge tournament which will
begin next week. Twelve girls
turn to college this year
A proposed plan for a second- Ihave signed up on the chart posthand book store in the Commer- ed on the bulletin board and othcinl (I ptltDMOt was put before | en who are interested may do so
the club. Richard Hallisy. depart- before the first of next week.
Tables will be setup in the Stumint hind, will present the plan
in eonenta form at the next inn t- dent Building lounge and games
played off on Saturday nights
ing.
during Play Night period.
Already entered are Hallie Hillsman. Ruth Dugger. Betsy BirchMeld, Elizabeth Butzner. Jane
The exhibit iii the Browsing Brown. Margaret Thomas. Mary
Room of the library, sponsored by E. Harvey. Jane Knapton. Frances
the Morale Committee of the Col- Qmilen. Viola Turner. Eleanor
War Council. Books and ar- Wade, and Helen Wilson.
ticles of current interest will be
placed on the table to help the
students k. sp abreast of world
affairs. Tba exhibit will be changi d from lime to time as war theaters rise and decline in importance and new material Is obtained.
As an added attraction to the
The books may be charged out
to students who wish to browse renewal of the Hampden-Sydneylonger than library hours permit. University of Richmond football
feud Saturday afternoon, the
Monogram Club will sponsor an
informal dance Saturday night.
November 14. in Graham GymContinued from Page 1
nasium from nine until twelve.
at random by the library staff as
being of passible interest and enjoyment to the students of the
college. This collection, too, will
Continued Irom Page 1
change from time to time as the
to
the
obligation and right to
reading interests of the students
become better known to the libra- work; to the supremacy of the
common good and loyal to the
ry staff.
obligation of being informed and
"Should any of the students or intelligent.
members of the faculty be inContinuing the discussion
terested In selecting books for this
collection, their interest and as- around the theme, "Education for
sistance will be very much wel- Free Men", Amy Read, president
comed," Dr. Merritt has stated. of the Y.W.C.A.. will speak on
"The Browsing Room is meant to "Establishing Sturdy Characters"
be just what the name suggests: in chapel on Thursday. On Fria pleasant place to browse through day at the same time Eleanor Feamany books, to read the one book gans will talk on "Cultivating
that fulfills the mood of the mo- Knowledge and Skills".
The program will be concludment, and from which to carry
away the one book that T just ed on Saturday when Eleanor
Folk, president of Kappa Delta
must finish'."
Pi,
will speak on "Strengthening
The Browsing Room is open at
all times when the Library itself Morale for Victory".
Is open, and is kept open on
American Education Week Is
Sunday afternoons from two until promoted by the National Edufive through the courtesy of the cation Association, and is being
Library Committee of the College sponsored on this campus by
Kappa Delta Pi.
Y.W.C.A.

To Call Attention To

Monogram Dance
Set For Saturday

Library Regulations

Education Week

"The Coke's in"

"That's the happy greeting heard today when a
new supply of Coke arrives at a cooler. Folks
wait for it... wait because the only thing like

Slim Swimmers

vSportspourri

"There's a cheerful spirit about this way of
accepting wartime restrictions. Morale is high."

• OTTUD UNDM AUTHOHIIY Of THI COCACOIA COMPANY IY

LYNCHBURG COCA-COLA BOTTLING WORKS, INC.
(Fnrniville. Y&.\

entering and at the same time
enjoy the game. Note where
each group is to play and a chart
of contest matches will be p< sled
the last of the week. Between the
winners in each building, a final
contest will be played off to ditcrmine the color winner for this
fall tournament. Dec. 2 S I for Meet . . .
Swimmers should grab those
tank suits and report to the pool
on Tuesday and Thursday nights
for swimming practice for class
teams. The date December 2 has
been set as the day of clash between the classes in the swimming
meet. A class captain will be apprinted and the pool will be open
for practices each afternoon at 5
o'clock and two nights a week.
Also, during the recreational It im
period en Saturday nights, practice may be obtained. Events will
consist of freestyle racing, backstroke, breast stroke, relay, and
diving e\ents. Jcin your class now.
Frosli Compose Team . . .
Freshmen who are taking archery will have an archery tournament. All the girls entered in the
freshman archery classes will participate in the event and a record
of score kept in order to determine the high scores. Girls from
these classes are urged to enter
the archery tournament between
th various schools entered in the
Mail- tournament. Results of
scores each week are sent in from
each school and rating sent back.
Randolph-Macon College is sponsoring this event.

Scoops From Other Colleges
AUSTIN, Texas—i ACP>—A cooperative training program for the
Boy Scouts of America has been
worked out between University of
Texas officials and Boy Scout executives. T. H. Shelby, dean of
the university's division of extension, has announced.
The division will install training courses for scout leaders and
executives in such fields as health
education and recreation leadership, while two branches of the
division—the package loan library and the visual education bureau—will acquire and supply to
Scout troops library materials
and films relating to Scout training and activities.
Also under consideration is a
proposal that the Interscholastic
league, another university extension agency, will supervise first
aid and other emergency training for the Scouts.
WASHINGTON <ACP> — The
first co-eds—five of them—have
appeared to take police science
since this field was introduced a
year ago.
Professor V. A. Leonard reports
the manpower problem in the police fields is becoming critical and
that a number of posts In police
organizations ca be handltd by
tiained women, while, of course,
they are indispensable in handling cases Involving women and
children.
HAMILTON, N. Y. — 'ACP —
Hoping to save at least 50,000
mile of driving annually. Colgate
University has established a clearing house for automobile transportation.
Staff members and students going out of town notify the business office as far as possible In
atvance of trips, giving date and
hour of departure and the space
available. Persons wishing transportation phone the business office or consult a special bulletin
board.
Automobiles have been the prinlipal means of transportation for
Golgate's 1.000 students and faculty members since the local
railroad abandon d passenger ser-

Coca-Cola is Coca-Cola itself. Customers smile
and start moving up to pause and be refreshed.

II

liu SHIRLEY PIERCE
Color Cup Points . . .
Previously points have been given in each sport to the winning
team entered in the contest. According to this system many girls
from the four classes went out
for the sport and participated in
the event. A new suggestion has
been made that the class having
the largest number of girls out in
that sport be awarded the color
cup points. This will cause the
Mention to bring more out for a
sp it. and the same time allow
that team with the most out to
be 5 points to the good. In such
a case, however, at least five practices must be on record, for each
individual before she can be
counted in the class group.
General Basketball . .
Practices for general basketball
began on Tuesday and will continue each Tuesday and Thursday afternoon from 6 P. M. to
7 P. M. Freshman, under the
coaching of Jean Carr have already begun their work-outs on
Friday afternoons and more are
urged to join this group. All upperclnssmen may start their practices and meet in the gym at the
scheduled times. Bobbie Scott is
general basketball manager this
season.
Pin-Pong Tourney Starts . . .
Tomorrow will be the last day
In which you can sign up on the
A. A. bulletin board for the Pingpong tournament. Remember that
this is a color award and points
for that cup will be needed. Many
girls who are inactive in the outside sports may aid their class by

For Exercise ..
BOWL at...
NEWMAN'S
BOWLING ALLEY

vice more than 10 years ago.
CLINTON. S. C—(ACP)—If
the armed forces get as much officer material in proportion from
other parts as from Presbyterian
college, the country can be assured of having Its ramparts well
named.
A recent survey revealed that
20 per cent of the student body is
receiving advanced training in the
reserve officers' training corps,
leading directly to commissions in
the army. Another 10 per cent
are a part cf the enlisted reserve.
a pre-induction program qualifying them for officers' candidate
school upon graduation.
Still other members of the student body are listed in the various
programs offering officers training In the navy, air corps and
marines. Only a small portion of
students have no military connection whatsoever. This group is
composed, for the most part, of
first year men.

Manager

Freshman Basketball
Attracts 21 Girls

Swiming meet directors Ellen
Ebel and Mildred Oroste shown
as they supervise a practice at
till

. i.il

;:

OOOl.

This Collegiate World

Twtnty-one freshmen have ivpcrttd for freshman basketball
practice, coach Jean Carr has announced. Fundamental skill and
techniques of th. game are being
taught.
The freshmen hold practices
CPc!i Friday afternoon at five
o'clock In the gym. Last year approximately twice as many girls
reported as compared with this
y. ar's group.
1 hose reporting were Anne Carmines. Anna Crittenden. Lucille
Jones. Iva Kernodle. Ruth Brooks.
Frances Lee. Annie Ellis. Libby
Mountcastle, Catherine Lambert.
Lucy Bowling. Nancy Courter, Jane
Philhower. Nancy Lively. Jane Anderson. Rosa Hill. Llllain Elliott,
Martha Jean Levitt. Rebecca
Graham. Jackie Pardon. Margaret
Smith and Billy Wald.

By Associated Collegiate Pr ss
When the cneerl.ader plead
hoarsely lor a Fight, fight, siwnsh" and then does a cartwheel
through the rain, don't question
his intelligence—he's probably a
Uttl brighter than the average.
That's the flndisg of a survey
onducted at Colgate University.
The investigation was aimed at
determining what relationship, if
any. existed betwe.n intelligence
of Colgate seniors and participa311 West Third Street
tion in extra-curricular activities.
The results throw a little cold
water on the "big campus man",
the fellow who belongs to all the
clubs and appears at least a halfdozen times in the group pictures
in his class yearbook. Statistics
show it's not the fact that he par- . ... is having your clothes look
ticipates, but what he takes part their best. Let us do them for
in—that gives a c\\a to his gray you.
matter.
And as for the meek little student wnose name never appears
on a committee, he's 3 p:r cent
smarter than the average.
Long suspected, the fact was esPHONE 7T
tabished that the varsity letter
for skill in major sports usually
adonis a strong back and an I. Q.
11 per cent below average.
The survey reveals that 30 per
cent of the nearly 800 seniors engaged in no etxra-curricular actlviii a, The most intelligent group.
16 p.r cent above the average,
worked on publications.
Ratings for men participating
in social, religious, dramatic, musical, managerial and cheerleadlng
Staple and Fancy Groceries
activities were found to os "slightFruits and Vegetables
ly pbove average."
Men in the stud nt government
PHONE 139
wvir second only to those men on
publication. The rating for men
in minor athletics coincided with
the average, while the standings
of tlK men in departmental clubs
drepped 6 per cent below the av-

Need New Luggage?
We have just what you
want in a
Brand New Stock
WILSON'S
FIRESTONE
STORE

A Certain ...
Elegance

DE LUXE
CLEANERS

Southside Drug Store
Films 25c
Printed & delivered
Green Front Store

J J. NEWBERRY CO.
5-10-25c STORES

ertgt

Something NEW

10 Pass nger Bus Service
TO HAMPDEN-SYDNEY
3 Round Trips Daily
For bus or taxi rates to other
places rail 78

COOKED HERE FRE8H

A. E Cralle, Jr.

TRY ROME!

Olive Kist
Salted Nuts

Owner

Rooms
Reserve a room for your family,
friend or dance date with Mrs.
A. H. Irby 210 Hifh St.. opposite
college.
Phone 189

BE SMART
and
SAVE MONEY

I^ovelace Electric
Shoe Shop

llavr all your beauty work done
at Baldwin's. Fast experienced operators. Private booths. All work
positively guaranteed.

"From old to new with any shoe"
Only First Class material used
All work guaranteed

PEOPLES
NATIONAL BANK
I .trim ill.-. Va.

Special
Attention To
S. T. C. Girls

Farmville's
Finest
$Q.50 up
Permanents

Careful Management
Courteous Service

Downstairs in Shannon's
«ii i II G. PILLOW

Sports Techniques
Taughl Each Week

Interest paid on
Savings Deposits

BALDWIN'S BEAUTY SHOP
PHONE 159

BALDWIN'S DEFT. STORE

